Abstract-This paper chooses Mean Shift algorithm to track target based on non-linear kernel density estimation and Kalman filter. Kernel density estimation is a probability density estimation method, which is used to detect moving target and update the target color histogram. The interest targets are obtained by labeling connected region in the detected binary image. Kalman filtering is employed to predict the position of the target being tracked, giving a starting searching window for Mean Shift tracking. Experimental results show that the method proposed is effective and fast in implementation, which satisfies the real-time requirement, it is capable of handling occlusion problem, meanwhile it is robust against the effects of unstable scene illumination.
INTRODUCTION
Intelligent video analysis technology usually includes the task of detection, extraction, identification and tracking of the interesting targets. Target tracking is widely used and plays an important role in applications as human-computer interaction, national defense, traffic control and video surveillance [1, 2] . The Mean Shift tracking algorithm is a fast and accurate target tracking algorithm. It is robust to changes in target appearance and poses changes [3] .
Leichter et al. [4] proposed multiple reference color histograms to make the Mean Shift algorithm robust, which used the joint color-texture histogram to represent a target and applying it to the MS framework, then the improved MS goes for a small range of search and target match according to the result of Kalman prediction. Deilamani et al. [5] exhibits a method with combination of color and edge features in light change conditions and in presence of several objects with same color to solve Mean Shift algorithm problems based on color feature. Zhao et al. [6] combines target contour and the principal components of the variance matrix with Mean Shift tracking algorithm instead of fix the size and orientation of tracking window.
The color discrepancy between target and background has a great influence on the Mean Shift tracking. Traditional methods inevitably bring some background pixels into target search window, which introduces tracking error. The accumulation of tracking errors will eventually lead to tracking failure. Occlusion is another important issue affecting the Mean Shift tracking. During tracking process, with the target gradually being occluded, the size of search window will continuously shrink and the location of the tracker will become incorrect. When the occluded target appears again, the tracker normally cannot be restored. In regard to the problems stated above, this article extends and improves Mean Shift algorithm, the non-linear kernel density estimation technique is integrated to generate the initial tracking window automatically and to update the target color histogram periodically, producing adaptability for Mean Shift. Kalman filtering is employed to predict the position of the target being tracked, giving a starting searching window for Mean Shift at each frame. The method proposed is effective and fast in implementation and is capable of handling both partial and complete occlusion problems.
II. FOREGROUND EXTRACTION BASED ON NON-LINEAR KERNEL DENSITY ESTIMATION
Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) is a probability density estimation method [7] . This algorithm needs neither the prior assumptions about the form of underlying distribution, nor the parameters in optimization. As long as the samples are enough, kernel density estimators asymptotically converge to any probability density function (pdf) [8] . Given a sequence of N images, let { } 1 2 , , ,
be a intensity value for a pixel at arbitrary position in the image at time i . Given this sample set and the observed intensity t x at time t , we can estimate the probability of this observation by
Three-dimensional color spaces are widely used because of their better discrimination since brightness information is preserved. For color vectors in high dimension (Such as RGB image has 3 channels), we can estimate the density at any point of the color space directly from adding of the products of one-dimensional (1-D) kernels as ( )
A variety of kernel functions with different properties have been used in the literature. Typically the Gaussian kernel is used for its continuity, differentiability, and locality properties. The major drawback of using the Gaussian kernel is its computational cost. Identical with the Gaussian kernel, Epanechnikov function also has a bell function shape. The latter can reduce computational cost greatly compared to the former. Kernels with Epanechnikov profile are recommended to be used in this paper.
Equation (3) . In this regard, the probability density estimation function using Epanechnikov kernel is shown below:
Equation (4) is the ultimate expression that is used to estimate the probability density distribution of the pixel values in three-channel color image. Using this probability estimated, the pixel is considered to be a foreground pixel if ( )
, where the threshold Th (Like [9] ) is a global threshold that can be adjusted to achieve a desirable false positive rate. After all the pixels are decided by (5), a binary image is obtained, where white pixels stand for foreground, and blacks belong to background.
Unlike the stochastic based background modeling methods that need large image data to tune parameters for foreground extraction and classifiers based on machine learning theory that has to be trained off-line, KDE runs in real time and only require a small history of the scene. Foreground region containing interesting moving targets is easily obtained by a simple thresholding step as (5).
III. MEAN SHIFT TRACKING
Mean Shift algorithm approximates real target location through recursive computation so as to achieve the real-time target tracking, and can effectively solve the problems such as target deformation and rotation [10] . Moreover, it adds an adaptive size for tracker to enable tracking of scalable targets. In essence, Mean Shift is a rapid non-parametric pattern matching algorithm which is originated from density gradient searching. The procedure of algorithm is specified as follows:
1) Obtain a histogram of H component from HSV color space in the original target region, and compute the H color probability of each pixel in current frame as the probability of the bin in which the pixel value falls according to the target histogram.
2) Initialize search window.
3) Find center of probability distribution within the search window. 4) Compute the distance between the geometry center and the probability centroid of search window, if the distance is less than the default threshold or the search time reach default value then ends tracking, Otherwise move search window center to its probability centroid, then go back to 2).
IV. KALMAN FILTER
The Kalman filter is a mathematical method that uses measurements observed over time to estimate potential state variables inside a system [11] . In order to use the Kalman filter to estimate the internal state of a process given a sequence of noisy observations, one must model the process in accordance with the framework of the Kalman filter. We have to specify the state-transition model F , the observation model H , the process noise w , the observation noise v , and the controlinput model B in case of a system input.
The state of the tracker at time k is k X , while the observation is represented by k Z , define them as follows:
x y is the coordinate of the true target center, and the pair ( , ) k k x y gives the speed of the target. k k w ,h are the width and height of the target tracker. And variables with superscript in k Z are obtained from observation at each video frame. In our tracking algorithm, the Kalman filter model assumes the true state at time k is evolved from the state at k-1 according to the state model.
At time k an observation k Z of the true state k X is made according to Fig.2 shows the flowchart of the combined single target tracking algorithm. The above dashed box is the pixel-wise non-linear KDE process. Dashed box at left-below is the Kalman Filtering process. The Mean Shift algorithm is located at right-below of the flowchart. Firstly, a pixel-wise non-linear kernel density estimation algorithm is applied to detect moving target. The interesting area is then extracted by connected component labeling method upon the resultant binary image. Secondly, the interesting area is used to help establishing a histogram of target and the initial search window. Mean Shift algorithm then searches the target in current frame taking advantage of the histogram. Thirdly, the converged measurement of candidate target region obtained by Mean Shift is feed to Kalman Filter to estimate the state of target, including the size, speed and position information the in next frame, initiating an accurate position for Mean Shift search window at next frame, and then the predicted position input to the Mean Shift as the search window. In addition, the KDE is also periodically called to assist the histogram updating process. The Histogram generation and updating are specified below.
A. Get Interesting Target and Establish Histogram
In conventional Mean Shift tracking, an initial window is manually selected to establish histograms, which contains both the target region and some background pixels whose color information intervene the purity of target representation. Concerning the above problem, we propose a method based on KDE to generate initial target histogram and the Mean Shift search window for the first frame in tracking. An instance from PETS2003 image sequence is used to illustrate our approach: The steps are given as follows: Fig.3(a) ) and obtain a binary image (Fig.3(b) ).
1) Using non-linear KDE methods to detect foregrounds in the current frame (
2) After connectivity regional labeling on the binary image, the minimum window surrounding a red target is shown in Fig.3(c) . We want to track this labeled red target.
3) Compare Fig.3(b) and Fig.3(a) , if in binary mask the pixel is white, the pixel in the original frame at the corresponding position remains unchanged. Otherwise, the pixel in original frame is set to black. Fig.3(d) shows the resultant mask of this step. (Fig.3(e) ). The pixel with low V or S value is ignored. Therefore all black pixels are discarded, and the histogram only contains H component of pixels belonging to the red target player.
4) Map Fig.3(d) into HSV color space and extract the H component in the red tracking window recorded. 5) Establish histogram of H component within the window

B. Histogram Update
Bhattacharyya coefficient ρ , which is computed between a target histogram and a candidate window histogram, plays the role of likelihood metric. Its local maxima in the image indicate the presence of the tracker objects in the subsequent frame. The bigger ρ , the less discrepancy is between target histogram u p and target candidate histogram u q . Paper [12] gave some details of Bhattacharyya coefficient. ρ is computed as:
If Bhattacharyya coefficient ρ is greater than some threshold (fixed at 0.9 in this paper) and the scale of the candidate window does not shrink remarkably, we consider there is no occlusion happening, hence the candidate window acquired from Mean Shift tracking contains the correct target.
During tracking process, the target's appearance and color feature may change over time. For example, a man may take off his coat when walking. In this case, we may see the histogram composition of the target alters dramatically. In order to introduce adaptability, target histogram should be updated accordingly. In our histogram updating scheme, KDE is applied to produce a mask only contains foreground pixels as Fig.3(d) , and those pixels within the current converged Mean Shift tracker window are used to generate a new H component histogram '
q . The old histogram of the target is adjusted in an exponential decaying manner by ' q in (9), where α is a constant adaptive parameter which is set to 0.05 in this paper: (1 ) '
Due to the relatively large amount of computational cost when detecting the foreground using non-linear KDE, we adopt a periodically scheme, running KDE every six frames to detect foreground and update the histogram in this work.
C. Occlusion Handing
When the Bhattacharyya coefficient is less than a threshold and the size of target reduces sharply, the target tracked is considered to be occluded. Under this situation, it is difficult to determine the real location of the target and tracking will probably fail if not handled properly.
The decision of occlusion type is done by comparing the Bhattacharyya coefficient and the Tracker size with some thresholds respectively. When the target is occluded, the histogram stops updating. Thus when Bhattacharyya coefficient comes back to a value greater than the threshold, we judge the occlusion is over and the target reappears. Then the normal Mean Shift tracking procedure assisted by periodically applied KDE is restored.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experiments are carried out on a PC with 2.5GHz CPU and 1G memory, under VC6.0 environment. The popular PETS 2003 and PETS 2009 datasets which can be accessed by public are adopted to test our tracking algorithm. The PETS 2003 test sequence is recorded in a soccer match under resolution of 720x576. It suffers from frequent occlusions. Each test frame is sampled with an interval of 5 frames from the original sequence. In Fig.5(d) , the Kalman Filter generates an incorrect result due to the tracking target turn around suddenly. The Kalman Filter tends to use collected history information to predict the future behavior, therefore when encounters a sudden change in moving direction the filter is lazy to follow the measurement. However, with the adaptive property of Kalman Filter and the ability to find the closest window of Mean Shift, the blue box quickly follows the true target in the next two test frames. The proposed algorithm can track accurately when players turn around, and the tracking window size is adaptively adjusted by Kalman Filter. The trajectory of red target tracked is depicted in Fig.5(i) , where red crosses are the Mean Shift window centers and the green plus signs are center of states estimated by Kalman Filter. White arrow represents the movement orientation of the interesting target in the sequence. In order to show the superiority of the proposed algorithm against the traditional Mean Shift tracker, we run the latter algorithm on the same frames. Fig.7 is the tracking results of Mean Shift algorithm, the tracker labels a wrong car due to the serious occlusion. In addition, the size of the tracker changes abruptly throughout the experiment, often deviates from the actual target size. Fig.8 shows the tracking results of our algorithm, the tracker can predict the car position, track the car correctly with actual target size when occlusion end. This paper extends and improves the traditional Mean Shift algorithm with foreground detection based on KDE and Kalman filter. KDE is applied periodically to assist the histogram updating, and the histogram of target is established on only foreground pixels by combining the binary mask obtained from KDE and the original color image. Kalman filter is used before tracking to provide an initial search window for Mean Shift. Kalman Filter modify the result to produce a state of true target position and size for the Mean Shift algorithm in the next frame. The Mean Shift realizes the automatic tracking in the presence of non-linear KDE and the Kalman Filter. Occlusion is also well handled in our paper. The strategy addresses both the partial and complete occlusion in tracking. The experimental results prove that our algorithm is fast and accurate in different practical environments. The effectiveness of our tracking algorithm lies in the fact that we designed a framework which focuses on the color, location and speed information of target at the same time. The gradient climbing computation of Mean Shift and the prediction of Kalman Filter act as an inferential process to utilize the fused target information. The foreground detection scheme adopted in this paper is not restricted to KDE only, backgroundforeground subtraction techniques are also applicable in our framework such as prevalent Gaussian Mixture Models.
